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1. EARLY YEARS 

There was a tradition among the Ozanams that they derived their surname 
(unlikely-looking for a French family name) from a remote 7th century ancestor, one 
Samuel Hosannam. This Samuel Hosannam, so the tradition ran, was a kindly Jew who gave 
shelter to the persecuted Bishop of Vienna, St. Didier, who, before his martyrdom, 
baptised Hosannam and his numerous family into the Catholic faith.  

A thousand years later, verifiable history records a Jacques Ozanam (1640 — 1717), 
author of a score of highly-regarded books on mathematics. A remarkable man this 
Jacques Ozanam: untaught, he mastered mathematics at the age of fifteen; for four years 
he studied theology simply because his father wanted him to; came to the notice of the 
Chancellor of the University of Paris because of his kindness, totally without guile, to complete 
strangers. He was fascinated all his life by 'little wandering comets, living stars, candles on the 
wing' — in other words, fireflies; and began his work on the various methods of 
constructing a sundial with the words: 'We shall begin with the Cross of our Saviour, from 
which we have derived such untold advantages that nothing can be so precious to our 
memories'. 

Jacques increased and multiplied the human race with a numerous family; but it was an 
otherwise unrecorded brother of his who grand-sired the father of our Frederick. 

Jean-Antoine Ozanam, Frederick's father, was one of those who simply live life as they 
see it and as it presents itself to them, yet whose career, viewed by later eyes, can only be 
described as rather remarkable. 

After completing an honours course in the study of ancient Greek and Latin, 
Jean-Antoine at the age of twenty joined a regiment of hussars in the army of Napoleon 
Bonaparte. He distinguished himself on a dozen battlefields and quickly attained the rank of 
captain. Aged only twenty-five, he retired from the army when Napoleon proclaimed himself 
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Emperor of the French; nor could the offer of a captaincy in the Imperial Guard tempt 
him to go against his principles and re-enlist. 

Of this period of his father's life Frederick would later write: 'While passing through 
camps, revolutions, and many forms of adversity, my father preserved an ardent faith, 
a noble character, a high regard for justice, a tireless charity towards the poor. He 
loved science, art, and work.' 

In 1800, at Lyons, in France, Jean-Antoine married Marie Nantas, heiress to a small 
silk merchandising business. Removing to Paris, the young couple were soon bankrupt 
when Jean-Antoine staked his whole capital as surety for a relation, and lost everything. 
The young people both came from families well schooled in adversity by the days of the 
terror during the French Revolution. Resolutely they set out for Milan, then still French 
territory, where Jean-Antoine struggled to support a growing family by tutoring the 
ambitious young subalterns of the Emperor's army. 

The income which he derived from this occupation was insufficient for his family's 
needs, and gave him no opportunity for practical charity towards the poor, for whom 
he felt immense compassion. He therefore resolved to become a doctor of medicine 
— an ambition which, by a prodigious feat of study, he achieved in two years, and with 
honours. It was, however, not merely by his learned contributions to scientific journals 
that Jean-Antoine distinguished himself; even the Emperor recognized his heroism in 
serving the sick at the Milan Military Hospital when an epidemic of typhus swept the 
city. 

That was in 1813, the year of our Frederick's birth. Born on April 23rd, he was his 
parents' fifth child. For Jean-Antoine and Marie Ozanam, the creation of a family 
was one prolonged heartbreak. Of their fourteen children, only four survived infancy; 
and of these, their daughter, Elizabeth, died at the age of nineteen. Apart from 
Frederick, only two other sons, Alphonse (who became a priest) and Charles, reached 
maturity. 

When, after the fall of Napoleon, Europe was re-shaped, Milan reverted to 
Austrian hands. Having no wish to live outside French territory, the Ozanams returned 
to France and settled at Lyons, there to make a new start.  

Neither the fame of his learning, or of his practical skills, nor his reputation for 
compassion preceded Dr. Ozanam and, initially, life in Lyons was a struggle. However, 
with time, things improved, so that, later, Frederick would offer thanks to God that he 
grew up in an economic condition which safeguarded him equally from being 
overwhelmed by grinding poverty or demoralized by affluence. 

Dr. Ozanam divided his time between the city hospital and the slums of his own 
parish, exercising his profession, his son Charles wrote, 'as a kind of priesthood'. His wife 
was as indefatigable as he, being for many years the inspiration of 'The Workers'. 'The 
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Workers' were a group of working women, poor themselves, who banded together to 
ensure that the sick poor for whom the hospitals could not provide would never lack 
someone at their bedsides, night or day. Marie Ozanam frequently took young Frederick 
with her on such occasions, where he saw directed towards others, strangers yet 'family', 
all the love, gaiety, warmth and goodness with which his mother filled her own house and 
lavished upon her husband and children. 'It was at her knees that I learned to reverence 
You, O Lord,' he wrote, 'and, from her looks, to love You'. 

Of his father, Frederick remembered best 'his tireless charity to the poor', but also 
'the counsels, the good-natured growls of Papa, my long walks with him, and his stories 
which used to give me so much pleasure'. 

These two great-hearted, cheerful, and loving souls died within two years of each 
other when Frederick was in his mid-twenties. Dr. Ozanam (who always maintained that 
a doctor's duty required him if necessary to die for his patients) collapsed and fell down 
the narrow stairs of a tenement building where he was tending the sick poor, and died as a 
result of the injuries he sustained. The files he left behind revealed that he had treated 
over a third of his patients without charge.  

From his earliest childhood, Frederick's health was uncertain, and on several 
occasions his life was despaired of. Most serious was his falling victim, at the age of six, 
to typhoid fever, his recovery from which was regarded as a miracle worked through 
the intercession of St. John Francis Regis, one of the great servants of the poor and 
underprivileged of 17th century France. 

Looking back on his pre-teen years, Frederick wrote of himself: 'I was never worse 
than I was at the age of eight. I had become headstrong, without self-control, and 
disobedient. If I was punished, I rebelled; I wrote letters of complaint to my mother; I 
was frightfully lazy.' This self-portrait is, to a large extent, corroborated by his elder 
brother, Alphonse: 'Frederick was, it is true, a quick-tempered child, headstrong in his 
desires, extremely sensitive and impressionable. But he was tender towards little 
children, compassionate towards every form of suffering, of an angelic purity which 
shrank from the most venial fault.' 

It will be noted that Frederick describes himself as at his worst at the age of eight. 
Before then, he had been thought to be 'gentle and tractable'; but this, he notes, was 
not owing to his poor health but to the influence of his teenage sister, Elizabeth, who, 
to his profound and long-remembered grief, died when he was seven. 

A near-fatal illness at the age of six; the death, when he was seven, of his only and 
greatly-loved older sister; an eighth year which, it is clear, was memorable for its 
storminess — everything was conspiring to turn Frederick into an unstable and 
self-willed boy. 

It was decided he should commence school. 
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2. CRISIS IN ADOLESCENCE 

The school to which Frederick was sent was the Royal College of Lyons. Its 
headmaster was an excellent priest, the Abbe Rousseau; but its real luminary was the 
Abbe Noirot, who enjoyed a national reputation as a teacher of philosophy. 

Frederick had a brilliant mind, and, in spite of the ill health which dogged him all his 
life, had a tremendous capacity for work. His progress was rapid; and his achievements, 
especially in languages and in literature, were remarkable for one of his age, and full of 
promise for the future. At the age of sixteen, the youngest of 130 students, he was 
considered ready for the courses in philosophy. These he began while wrestling with 
such a prolonged crisis of faith as marked him indelibly for life. 

Frederick was fifteen; the day of his first Communion was only two years behind him 
when, as he later wrote, 'the muffled din of an unbelieving world reached me. I 
experienced all the horror of doubt which by day gnaws at the soul without ceasing, 
and at night hovers over our pillows.' More bluntly, a friend in whom he confided wrote 
of his doubt, 'It had become an actual physical pain to him'. 

'I read books,' Frederick later wrote, 'in which belief was established; yet none fully 
satisfied me. For a month or two I believed this or that piece of reasoning; some new 
difficulty presented itself, and I doubted again. How I suffered; for I wished to be 
religious. My faith was not solidly grounded, yet I preferred faith without reason to 
doubting. All that tortured me in despair. I grasped at sacred dogma, only to find it 
crumbling in my hands. I took to philosophy (and) thought for a moment that I should 
doubt my very existence.' 

It was prayer, and the sympathetic understanding of the Abbe Noirot, that saved 
him. 'The young student,' his friend wrote, 'appealed to the mercy of God for light and 
peace. He threw himself on his knees before the Blessed Sacrament, and there in tears 
and in all humility he promised Our Lord that if He would only make the light of truth 
shine in his sight he would consecrate his life to its defence.' 

Never was a promise more faithfully kept, and kept for a lifetime in which a brilliant 
mind with its incredible fund of learning was devoted entirely to the defence of religious 
truth. 

The second ineffaceable effect of that year-long crisis was to make him inexhaustibly 
sympathetic towards the unbeliever. In later life he confided to his brother, Charles: 
'I am sometimes charged with excessive gentleness towards unbelievers. When one 
has passed, as I have, through the crucible of doubt, it would indeed be cruelty, and 
ingratitude, to be harsh towards those to whom God has not yet given the priceless gift 
of faith.' 
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Both as his teacher and because of his role of counsellor to Frederick in his time of 
crisis, the Abbe Noirot came to know the young student intimately. The word picture he 
paints of the young Ozanam is therefore authoritative, and well worth recording here. 
He writes: 'He was a chosen soul. Nature had gifted him, in a wonderful degree, with 
graces of mind and heart. Affectionate, sympathetic, ardent, devoted, modest, at once 
lively and serious, hating no one, despising falsehood, never was there a more popular 
student among his fellows. In the words of one of them, they formed in his regard a circle 
of love and respect.' 

The Abbe remained Frederick's confidant all his life; and it was he who, when for a 
short time Frederick considered joining the Dominicans, urged him, 'Get married, young 
man; get married'. Indeed it was he who introduced Frederick to the woman who 
became his wife. 

Frederick left school with a strong inclination towards the study of literature. His 
father, however, hoped one day to see his son a magistrate, or even a judge in the 
Royal Court of Justice, believing 'he will make an upright and enlightened judge'. To 
please his father, Frederick dutifully went to work in the chambers of a Lyons attorney. 
The study and practice of law he found far from congenial, and by way of relief from the 
tedium of it all he commenced the study of German, and also took lessons in drawing. 

Both in the law office and in the drawing classes, the young Ozanam found himself 
surrounded by older, but still young, fellow-students who, skeptical as regards religion 
and dissolute in morals, took a cynical pleasure in trying to shock the newcomer, and 
in ridiculing his beliefs. Frederick took them on; and it is a measure of the maturity of 
this seventeen year old that he could silence them and, far from appearing 
priggish, win their respect. It is a measure, too, of his compassion that he could do so 
without hurting the feelings of any one of them. One of his fellow students of drawing 
later wrote: 'It was the destiny of Frederick Ozanam to preserve, or to win back from 
the demon of unbelief, many young men of his own time. I am perhaps the first who 
was thus saved from ruin.' 

3. A YOUNG VISIONARY'S REALISM 

Frederick was soon given an opportunity of keeping the promise he had made to 
God to defend religious truth, an opportunity he seized with youthful enthusiasm, for he 
was just eighteen years old. 

The year 1831 was a troubled time for the city of Lyons. The discontent finally 
reached a climax in November when, driven by terrible want, the silk-workers rose in 
revolt and took possession of the town. Two hundred thousand troops were sent to 
restore order. 
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Being one of the chief centres of the nascent Industrial Revolution in France, Lyons 
attracted the attentions of the demagogic followers of Saint-Simon, and, in April 1831, 
two of them arrived to spread the new gospel of the death of Christianity and the new 
dawn of pantheistic socialism. In two articles in the liberal journal, The Precursor, and in a 
hundred-page booklet, Frederick, with a competence and learning far beyond his years, 
exposed the fallacies of his opponents, and advanced the claims of Christianity to be a 
better and more practicable solution to social ills — 'the love between man and man 
which created the martyrs and the Vincent de Pauls'. 

The young man's efforts attracted the favourable attention of the great Catholic 
figures of the day — de Lamennais, Lamartine, Chateaubriand — with the result that he 
began to experience 'a violent desire for publicity'. He recognised the emptiness of the 
praise of men, and discounted it — intellectually. But it was only the free and 
humble acknowledgment that he felt the force of the temptation which enabled him to 
crush it — despite the fact that he found sacramental Confession 'a sore trial'. 

Frederick was partial to the little book he had written for, he said, 'In it I have planted 
the seed of what is to occupy my life'. This life's work was to be nothing less than 'The 
exposition of the Catholic religion in the light of the antiquity and universality of 
beliefs and of the traditions of the human race'. The audacity of the plan did not deter 
the young enthusiast, who calmly acknowledges the necessity of mastering Hebrew, 
Sanscrit, and Egyptian — to name but a few of 'the round dozen languages' he said he 
would need, and most of which he did, in fact, master. He would need, also, the 
sciences of geology, astronomy, and archaeology to make possible his 'groping in tombs, 
exhuming myths, exploring the traditions of every age'. 

'I am,' he wrote, 'amazed at my own daring; but what can one do? . . . When a 
voice cries and cries and ever cries, "Do this; I wish it".' The sense of vocation was 
already very strong in him. Visionary as such a literary project must appear (even if, as 
Frederick wrote, the glory of God was to be its sole inspiration and highest reward) the 
young Ozanam approached it with almost ruthless realism. 

In the July of 1830, Paris was convulsed by the revolution which put Louis Phillipe 
on the throne. One of Ozanam's friends who witnessed those turbulent events wrote 
asking him his opinion of them and their augury for the future. With a detachment and a 
determination to serve, which generally characterize a mature holiness, Frederick 
replied: 'To keep as much as possible to my individual sphere, to develop in solitude, 
to study hard away from society that I may later enter it with greater advantage — that 
is the plan I felt I must adopt . . . Let us, you and I, grow in silence and obscurity so that 
we may find ourselves formed and energetic men when the days of transition are over 
and there will be need of us.'  
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Towards the end of 1831, it was decided that Frederick should go to Paris to 
pursue his legal studies there, since there was at that time no Faculty of Law at Lyons. He 
arrived alone and friendless at the French capital and found it 'the capital of egotism, 
lifeless, faithless, loveless — a rubbish heap'. Frederick was too self-disciplined, had 
too much self-respect, and was too well graced by God to fall victim to the 
licentiousness and triviality of the largely rationalistic and irreligious atmosphere of the 
city. It was a rather more subtle temptation that lay in wait for him there.  

Young Frederick had a profound need of friendship so, friendless in a city far from 
everyone and everything he loved, he was a perfect candidate for that seductive yet 
most demoralizing of sicknesses — the melancholy of the romantic. 

Fortunately for himself and for the world, Frederick recognized the symptoms of 
the illness in himself — self-pity, and an exaggerated emotional response to the 
externals both of nature and of religion. Resolutely, he overcame it; and, as he had in 
the case of his adolescent crisis of faith, he made of his victory an apostolate, rescuing 
many a fellow-student from its paralyzing influence. 

The boarding-house to which Frederick had been directed on his first arriving in Paris 
proved so distasteful to him that he sought alternative accommodation. Providentially, 
he was introduced to the great and saintly scientist, Andre Marie Ampere, who 
promptly offered Frederick a place in his own family — and offer Frederick shyly, but 
most gratefully, accepted. 

Dutifully attending to his Law studies, Frederick still made time for the acquisition of 
the learning necessary for what he felt was to be his life's work. At this time, he could be 
found ploughing doggedly through such laborious tomes as the findings of German 
scholarship on subjects as obscure as the primitive mythology of Lapland and the 
ancient religion of Tibet. 

In 1832, cholera struck Paris, claiming 20,000 lives. Frederick declined to leave 
the city, preferring instead to devote himself to visiting the plague-stricken in their 
own dwellings. 

He was just twenty years old, and had already lived half his allotted life-span. 

4. THE UNIVERSITY STUDENT 

The student years of Frederick are undoubtedly the most difficult to chronicle with 
any brevity — he had so many irons in the fire, and all of them, in one way or another, 
essentially the service of others and the defence of Christianity.  

Frederick's first care on beginning his student life was to seek out the company of 
fellow students like-minded with himself — 'Christians of decided views', who were 
intent on making the intellectual defence of Christianity their life's work. He found 
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such young men to be unexpectedly numerous, 'but scattered, like so many needles in 
bundles of straw'. If in the companionship of these fellow students of his Frederick 
satisfied his deep need of friendship, those who attached themselves to him found in 
him a leader, and in some cases a saviour. 

From his early adolescence, Frederick's capacity for leadership, and the 
attractiveness of his personality, were quite marked — and this almost in spite of his 
personal appearance. apart from an impressive breadth of forehead, crowned with 
thick, long chestnut hair, unruly to the point of being unkempt, Ozanam's appearance was 
not prepossessing: of only average height, pale, and, in Janmot's drawing of him at this 
time, rather fierce-looking. Those piercing grey eyes on either side of a broad nose were 
short-sighted; consequently, he was awkward, and in nothing particularly graceful. It 
was his great simplicity and transparent good-will towards all which made him so 
attractive a personality; and, in company, this deeply introspective and always mentally 
preoccupied young man, blossomed into the most cheerful of companions. 

As a result of the July Revolution, the irreligion, rationalism and scepticism of the 
time found itself in a position to be not only noisy but also careless of facts. It possessed 
the press unchallenged; and in the persons of professors such as Jouffroy and Letonne 
(unchallenged until the arrival of Ozanam) dominated the Sorbonne, the chief centre 
of studies in Paris. 

With little regard for history, Letonne was accustomed to decry the Papacy as 
nothing but 'an institution in transition, born under Charlemagne, dying today'. 
Frederick had no intention of letting such stuff go unchallenged, and he and a 
companion named Lallier drew up a protest reply. It was publicly read to such good 
effect that Letonne 'practically recanted' while 'the audience of students burst into 
applause'. 

Then came 'a more serious encounter'. It was now the turn of Jouffroy, who 
lectured in philosophy. According to Jouffroy, Christianity was practically dead; and 
the human race, if it were to have a future, must adhere to scepticism — a rather sad 
conviction for a highly successful academic of only thirty-six. (Later, when dying, 
Jouffroy would declare, 'All these systems lead nowhere; a single act of Christian faith is 
worth many thousands of such'.) 

Ozanam describes the encounter. The 'young Catholic layman' is, of course, 
himself. 

'M. Jouffroy, having gratuitously attacked Revelation, and even the possibility of 
Revelation, a young Catholic layman sent him a reply thereto in writing. The 
philosopher promised to answer it. He deferred his answer a fortnight. At the end of 
this period he did not read out the letter of protest, but summarised it from his own 
point of view, and endeavoured to reply to that. The young Catholic, finding himself 
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misrepresented, sent in a second letter to the professor. The latter took no notice of 
it, made no reference to it, but continued his attacks, claiming that Catholicity was 
inconsistent with science and liberty. 

'Thereupon, we came together; we drew up a joint protest proclaiming our 
sentiments; it had fifteen signatures attached to it and was forwarded to M. Jouffroy. 
This time there was no course left open to him but to read it aloud. The large audience, 
over two hundred in number, listened to our profession of faith with respect. The 
philosopher laboured in vain to reply. He fashioned excuses, assuring all that he had no 
desire to single out Christianity for attack; that he had the greatest possible respect for 
it, and that in the future he would see that no form of religious belief was offended. 

But more important still, he stated a very remarkable fact, and one which gave great 
encouragement to all at that particular time: "Gentlemen," he said," for the last five years 
the only objections I received came from materialists; it was spiritual doctrine that found the 
greatest possible opposition. Today, all is changed; the objections are all from Catholics".' 

 

5. OZANAM AND LACORDAIRE 

For the next few pages, we must abandon strict chronology and follow from 
beginning to end Frederick's efforts to have the Church's teaching, as applicable to the 
burning issues of the day, preached from the pulpits of Paris. 

Early in June, 1833, when he was twenty years old, Ozanam drew up a petition to be 
presented to the Archbishop of Paris, Mgr de Quelen. The petition, for which Frederick 
found a hundred signatories, pleaded the 'need for a chair of preaching, which in 
modern form, and on the very scene of daily controversy, should engage in hand to 
hand combat with the adversaries of Christianity. It would furnish a reply to the 
objections and difficulties which were raised daily in public courses of lectures, and 
which were reproduced and popularised in books and newspapers.' The 'chair' which 
young Ozanam had in mind was nothing less than Notre Dame cathedral itself. 

Frederick and two companions were well received by the Archbishop who assured 
them that the plan would be carefully considered. However, when several months had 
passed and nothing had been done, Frederick decided to present to the Archbishop 
another petition, with, this time, two hundred signatories. In February, 1834, Ozanam, 
Lallier and Lamache presented their request for 'conferences which, without losing time 
in refuting objections which are today outworn, would display Christianity in all its 
grandeur, and in harmony with the aspirations and needs of man and of society'. The 
man whom they wanted for the job was the great Lacordaire, whose Conferences, begun 
a month earlier at the College Stanislas, were proving a brilliant success. 
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Brilliant, original, modern — Lacordaire was suspect. The Archbishop proposed that 
on the Sundays of Lent seven of his clergy would occupy the pulpit of Notre Dame in 
turn. This was not at all what the young apostles had in mind, although it was eventually 
done with no great success. As they pressed the Archbishop to consider Lacordaire, de 
Lamennais appeared. The Archbishop greeted him warmly, and, turning to the young 
trio, said, 'Here, gentlemen, is the man that would suit you'. 

There was a time when this would have been so. Summarizing his career, 
Antoine Degert writes of de Lamennais: 'When the Church lay bleeding from the blows 
inflicted on it by the Revolution, and intimidated by the insolent triumph of infidel 
philosophy, he consecrated to her relief both absolute devotion and abilities of the 
highest order. He was the first apologist to compel the attention of unbelievers in 
the 19th century, and to force them to reckon with the Christian faith. He was the first 
who dared to attack Gallicanism publicly in France, and prepared the way for its defeat, 
the crowning work of the (first) Vatican Council. To him also belongs the honour of 
having inaugurated the struggle which was to issue in freedom of education. We must 
trace to him that reconciliation between Catholicism on the one hand and popular 
liberty and the masses of the people on the other, upon which Leo XIII set the final seal 
of approbation.' 

On that February morning, however, all that was in the past. In the preceding 
December, he had given up all priestly functions, and was within a few months of 
breaking completely with the Church. 

The following day, Ozanam and Lallier were introduced to the proposed seven 
preachers, and had no more success in explaining to them what they were aiming at than 
they had had with Mgr. de Quelen. 

Meanwhile, Lacordaire continued to give his hugely successful lectures at the 
College Stanislas. But oppostion was growing. He was denounced to the Government as 
a fanatical republican, and to the Archbishop for preaching dangerous novelties; while 
the forces of the law found his conferences prejudicial to good order. Eventually, the 
Archbishop intervened, and the conferences were suspended while his Grace and 
Lacordaire entered into a correspondence about the matter. 

In a letter commenting on this unhappy turn of affairs, Frederick reveals how 
deep and how solidly founded a spirituality was his. He was just twenty-one when he 
wrote: 'We are not to hear Lacordaire again. It is a great grief to us who needed the bread 
of the Word, and who had grown accustomed to such excellent nourishment, to be 
deprived of it suddenly without any substitute. It is a still greater sorrow for us to see our 
brothers who were on the road to truth return to their wandering ways, shaking their heads 
and shrugging their shoulders. 
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'It may be that Heaven demanded that silence, that abstention, on the part of 
Catholics, as yet another sacrifice. It may be that we had dared to look up too soon. We 
put our hope in the speech of one man; and God placed His hand on that mouth to teach 
us to be Christians without him, to teach us to do without everything save only faith and 
virtue.' 

In the following year, however, Ozanam would see his idea triumph. The 
correspondence between Lacordaire and Archbishop de Quelen was fruitful; and in the 
Lent of 1835 the preacher began his celebrated Conferences at Notre Dame. The 1835 
series was devoted to the nature of the Church and her social activity. The content, the 
brilliance of delivery, and, above all, the topicality of the conferences drew hearers in their 
thousands. 

Frederick was to enjoy the realization of his dreams for only two years. After the 1836 
series, Lacordaire withdrew into study and prayer for a period of two years, after which 
he joined the Dominican Order. Frederick was recently dead when, in the Advent of 
1843, Lacordaire returned to Notre Dame to continue the Conferences with but one 
interruption until 1852. 

Ozanam and M. Bailly 

When Frederick first arrived in Paris at the end of 1831, he hoped to find established 
there societies or associations in which he would find learning flourishing and virtue 
practised. Most such had been destroyed by the July Revolution; but the remnants of one 
was still in existence. To this, the Societe des Bonnes Etudes, Frederick was introduced by a 
great-hearted layman named Bailly; and to it, in turn, Frederick introduced many of his 
friends. 

With the hope of enlivening the ailing Societe, a Conference of History and 
Philosophy was formed, under the presidency of M. Bailly and the vice-presidency of 
Frederick. The Conference of History was to be open to all comers, regardless of political 
or religious affiliation, or lack of such. As well as papers on aspects of history, papers on 
a variety of other subjects were read — themes literary, legal, and religious. Debate 
was always lively, and it was not uncommon for passers-by, attracted by the din of 
these verbal battles, to enter the meeting hall and enjoy the proceedings.  

The Conference of History grew swiftly, so that by 1833 it numbered some sixty 
members. 

The fun and the novelty, however, soon wore thin; and one of Ozanam's friends, Le 
Taillandier, suggested that there would be more profit in a Conference limited to 
Catholics only, and restricted to purely religious matters. The suggestion was premature, 
but significant; and events within the Conference of History itself would soon cause it to 
reappear, and be given a more definite direction. 
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The opponents of Christianity within the Conference offered the challenge: 'Even 
you, who pride yourself on your Catholicity, what are you doing to show the vitality 
and efficacy, to prove the truth of your faith?' They also provided the goad. 'How sad it 
is,' Frederick remarked after one particularly stormy, and distasteful, meeting in 
October 1833, 'to see our holy mother the Church attacked so violently, and Catholicity 
so travestied and maligned'. He went on to suggest that while retaining their connection 
with the Conference of History (rather than leave the field in the sole possession of the 
enemies of religion) they add 'work to talk'. 

Soon afterwards, to a larger gathering of like-minded members of the Conference 
of History, Frederick spoke the following words: 'After a year's working and struggling, 
has any good come of this Conference, to which I have sacrificed my legal studies and by 
which I have earned for myself the just reproaches of my family? In return for such 
trials and sacrifices (Frederick had delivered many papers himself, and had been 
personally attacked and misrepresented in the ultra-conservative Catholic paper of the 
day) have we made one single conquest for Jesus Christ?' 

'If our efforts have not succeeded, is it not because something is lacking to the 
supernatural efficacy of our speech? Yes, one thing is wanting that our apostolate may be 
blessed by God — works of charity. The blessing of the poor is the blessing of God.' 

Ozanam's young friends agreed, and voted that Frederick should approach M. 
Bailly, the President of the History Conference, and ask him to become also President of 
this "Conference of Charity" they were about to form. 

No better choice of a President could have been made. M. Bailly and his wife were 
well practised in helping the poor — in whom, quite simply, they saw Our Lord in his 
Passion. Significantly, as we shall see, Madame Bailly was associated with Sr. Rosalie of 
the Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul. 

Ozanam and Le Taillandier left the gathering together. Fine words had been 
spoken, and a fire had been lit in mind and heart; but what should they do? They went 
to their lodgings, gathered up what remained of their winter supply of firewood, and 
took it to a family whose poverty they knew. 

The decision had been made: to serve Christ Our Lord in his poor, and thereby 
vindicate the reality of their faith; and action had been taken. The heart of the Society of 
St. Vincent de Paul had begun to beat. 

We will remember that, in his refutation of Saint-Simonism, the teenage Ozanam 
had spoken of, 'love between man and man — the love that makes the martyrs and 
the Vincent de Pauls'. Curiously, the most treasured possession of the Bailly family was a 
collection of manuscripts written by St. Vincent de Paul, and avidly collected by M. 
Bailly's father. 
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6. THE CONFERENCE OF CHARITY 

In 1835, two years after the first meeting of the Conference of Charity, Frederick 
was writing to someone in Mimes who, wanting to start the work in his home town, had 
written to Ozanam for a copy of the records of the first meeting of Frederick and his 
friends in Paris. 

Frederick had to report: 'The document is lost. That, however, is no great 
disaster because, maybe, there was a suggestion of pride in the precise recording of our 
work'. Consequently, we have no certain information concerning that first meeting 
except that it took place at 8.00 p.m. in the evening of some day in May, 1833; and that 
its members, under the presidency of M. Bailly, were Frederick Ozanam, Auguste Le 
Taillandier, Paul Lamache, Felix Clave, Francois Lallier, and Jules Devaux. The 
remarkable thing is that of these six, five were not yet twenty years of age. 

Frederick's letter to the gentleman of Nimes reveals, beneath its surface 
matter-of-factness, an already deep spirituality. To proud Dame Philanthropy, who 
loves to admire herself in the mirror,' he wrote, 'good actions are a sort of adornment. 
But charity is a tender mother, with her eyes so fixed on the child she carries at her 
breast that she thinks of herself no longer . . .  To be a martyr is a thing within the reach of 
all Christians: it is to give our lives for God and for our brothers.' 

To Frederick, according to one of his young friends, 'anything which wore a 
human face was a brother'. 

Frederick's letter continues: 'The race of man in our days seems to me to be like 
the 'man on a journey' of whom the Gospel (in the parable of the Good Samaritan) 
speaks. It, too, has fallen among thieves . . .  In our turn, feeble Samaritans, profane and 
of little faith though we be, we dare, nevertheless, to accost this great invalid. Perhaps it 
will not be frightened at our approach; so let us try to probe its wounds and to pour oil 
into them, to whisper in its ears words of consolation and of peace . . . Charity must 
never look behind, but always ahead; for the number of her past deeds is always small, 
whereas the present and future miseries she must relieve are without number.' 

It will be noticed that Frederick distinguishes sharply between mere philanthropy 
and the charity to be exercised by the Conference. To him, the poor were 'sacred images 
of God'; and in their needs he saw 'the marks of the crown of thorns'. 

With such a vision before his eyes, it was impossible that there should be any trace 
of condescension in his charity. To relieve need without embarrassing the needy — that 
was the goal; and only an attitude like Frederick's would make it possible of 
attainment. 

In every field of apostolic effort, it was characteristic of Frederick that he could do 
the appropriate good, and yet avoid the slightest admixture of imperfection. 
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He could, and frequently did, rebuke behaviour — but without hurting the 
feelings of the person whose conduct he faulted. He was capable of unyielding 
determination, even in regards to his closest friends, but without trampling others 
underfoot. He could debate hotly; but 'it was impossible to quarrel with him (for) his 
tolerance (of views opposed to his own) was not a concession; it was a form of respect'. 
So wrote Lamartine; and Lacordaire, 'In Ozanam's works, there is not one syllable of 
mean anger or personal bitterness or wounding sarcasm'. 

In speaking at the inaugural meeting of the Conference of Charity, its President, M. 
Bailly, urged the members: 'If you really wish to serve the poor and yourselves, direct 
your charity to moral and spiritual improvement. You will thus sanctify yourselves in the 
contemplation of Jesus Christ suffering in the persons of the poor'. 

The members of the Conference were to consider themselves as servants of God 
and as servants of the poor; and God and the poor were to be the only uses to which 
the Conference was to be put. It was not thought that anyone would use the 
Conference or its members for his own personal advancement. 

Jules Devaux was chosen as first treasurer of the Conference, having the care of 
the proceeds from the bag collection taken up at each meeting, the payments members 
received for their contributions to M. Bailly's paper, The Catholic Tribune, and the alms 
of benefactors. He was also deputed to get in touch with Sr. Rosalie and obtain her aid in 
getting in touch with poor families. Such aid that excellent Daughter of Charity of St. 
Vincent de Paul was only too happy to give. She gave, in addition, advice born of her own 
long experience, encouragement, and even food for distribution until the 
Conference's own means were sufficient. 

The young Conference was finally in active existence. It would very soon have to 
come to two momentous decisions. 

7. GROWTH OF THE CONFERENCE 

Not everyone took the little group seriously. A friend of Frederick, an adherent of 
Saint-Simonism and its doctrine of instant Utopia, said to him: 'What can you hope 
to accomplish. You are eight poor men, and it is with such resources that you 
undertake to succour the misery of a city like Paris! Were you indeed many, and many 
times more and greater, you could do but little. We, on the other hand are busy in the 
development of ideas and systems which shall reform the world, and obliterate misery 
for ever. In one moment we shall accomplish for humanity all that you could possibly 
do in many generations.' 

Twenty years later, in the year of his death at the age of 40 years, Frederick would 
be able to recount this incident, and reply: 'Now you well know, gentlemen, what the 
theories which dazzle my poor friend have come to. We, whom he pities, instead of 
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eight now number in Paris alone two thousand Brothers, who visit 5,000 families — or 
one fourth of the poor whom this immense city holds. The Conferences in France alone 
number 500; and there are others in England, Spain, Belgium, America, and even in 
Jerusalem. Thus the humble beginnings have been exalted, even as Jesus Christ was 
exalted from the lowly crib to the glory of Mount Tabor. Thus God has made our Society 
his own, and has seen good to spread it universally, and to bless it abundantly.' 

For a short while, The Conference of Charity (which, although at its meetings it 
already prayed to St. Vincent de Paul, had not yet assumed his name) was most 
reluctant to allow an increase in its membership. The friendship, and the unity of heart 
and mind among the first seven were such as to invite the jealous guardianship of it. 
However, by the end of its first year, the Conference numbered two dozen members 
— among the new recruits being Gustave de La Noue, the poet, and Leon Le Prevost, a 
man over twice the age of the founding members and the future founder of the 
Congregation of the Brothers of St. Vincent de Paul. 

By Christmas of 1834, the Conference numbered over a hundred members. It was 
becoming unwieldly; and at the meeting of December the 16th, Ozanam proposed its 
subdivision into three branches. 'It raised such a violent storm, that M. Bailly, the 
President, instead of appearing to doze as was his practice on such occasions, at once 
adjourned the discussion for a week, and appointed a sub-committee of three members 
from each side to examine and report on the proposal.' On the last day of the year, 
sub-division was agreed to. 

Expansion was inevitable. In 1835, the Conference spread to Nimes and Lyons, in 
France, and to Rome. Ozanam proposed 'a fraternal Confederation' of Conferences, 
each following a Rule based on the experiences of the original Paris Conference. Lallier 
and M. Bailly went to work, and in February 1836 they laid the draft of a Rule before the 
First General Meeting of Brothers. The Rule proper was the work of Lallier, the 
Secretary-General; and the Introduction, filled with the sentiments and teaching of St. 
Vincent de Paul, was the work of M. Bailly. 

The Society of St. Vincent de Paul was not universally admired. Ozanam wrote: 
'There need not be any illusion; the Society has been distrusted on all sides. We have just 
read of "the difficulties here from good people who are timid" . . . Good people, even 
serious people, have grown fearful. They exclaim that a cabal of young men, who 
succeeded in imposing Pere Lacordaire on the Archbishop of Paris, wish to make 
themselves masters of Lyons . . . that some of their number are not even Christians . . . 
that they would discredit all other Associations of Charity by the irregular way in which 
they would conduct theirs, etc. . . . After a while they contented themselves with saying 
that we would not succeed. 
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 Ozanam's reaction to opposition attests his deep spirituality: 'I hope that, 
notwithstanding their dismal prophecies, we shall succeed — not through secrecy, but 
through humility; not by numbers, but by love; not under patronage, but under the grace 
of God. 

Again, he writes to M. Bailly: 'I agree with your intention of emphasizing in your next 
'President's Address' the necessity of remaining obscure. It would be well to lay down 
this principle — that humility is as obligatory on associations as on individuals . . . Our 
guiding rule should be neither to force ourselves on the public gaze, nor to conceal 
ourselves from those who wish to find us.' 

During these three formative years of the Society of St. Vincent de Paul, Frederick 
continued his legal studies and his literary interests. In due course, he graduated 
Bachelor of Laws, and returned to Lyons where, in 1837, he was called to the Bar, 'a 
solemn act, and being solemn, sad'. It was indeed a sad time for Ozanam, for it seemed 
to be the end of the life of dedication to the defence of Truth and the Church through 
the science and literature of men which he had long proposed to himself. Very soon he 
was writing, 'The Bar, especially, holds less and less attraction for me'. 

8. LAW AND LITERATURE 

Frederick was 24 years old when he was admitted to the Bar — an event which was 
the first step towards the fulfilment of his father's ambitions for him and, seemingly, the 
death of his own. 

One incident will suffice to show why Frederick could find no warmth even in his 
generous heart for the profession thrust upon him. Nominated to defend a client too 
poor to engage his own counsel, Frederick gave his all — sincerity, talent, energy, 
learning. The Prosecutor chose to suggest he was taking all too seriously a brief which 
was his only by accident. Frederick asked in reply if the defence of the poor should be 
made the subject of sarcasm. 

The one way out of the crushing position in which he found himself was to become a 
professor rather than a practitioner, and this would involve becoming a Doctor of 
Laws. Fortunately for Frederick, Lyons itself was anxious to establish a Chair of 
Commercial Law. The protracted negotiations for its establishment gave Frederick the 
two years he would need in order to secure his Doctorate. Pursuing it, he went to Paris, 
only to be recalled to Lyons at the death of his father. 

Frederick found his grief invaded by a sort of terror. Basically, in the affairs of 
ordinary living, he was a timid man. Now, his older brother a priest on the mission, he 
found himself the sole support of his widowed mother, herself a slowly-dying woman, 
and his twelve year old brother. Frederick was very conscious of his mother's 
condition. 'Why is it,' he wrote, 'that in proportion as the halo of sanctity surrounds 
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with increasing brilliancy the beloved head, the shadows of approaching death grow 
deeper?' But Frederick had all the resolution a deep Faith can give: 'As for me, it is 
ever in Him that I hope. I am determined to follow His leading in my tangled 
circumstances.' 

Part of that totally loved and embraced Will of God was to support his mother and 
brother by tutoring in Law a few young men too proud to attend Law School. To win the 
proposed Chair of Commercial Law became a necessity; and for the sake of his mother 
and young brother he did achieve it. 

Throughout this time, alone in the house of his dying mother (his young brother 
having gone to Boarding School) Frederick found that 'the weekly meetings (of the 
Society of St. Vincent de Paul) are one of the greatest consolations which Providence has 
left me'. 

During this difficult year, Frederick kept himself well occupied. He began writing 
on Law: Church Property, and The Beginnings of French Law; he undertook the editorship 
of the Annals of the newly-founded Society for the Propagation of the Faith; he 
resumed his studies for a Doctorate in Literature, preparing a thesis in French on Dante 
and Catholic Philosophy in the 13th Century, and one in Latin, On the Descent of 
Heroes into Hell Frequently met with in Ancient Poets. These theses he defended with 
exceptional brilliance in public examinations at the Sorbonne early in 1839. 

In the October of that year Marie Ozanam died. Two years later Federick wrote: 
'Face to face with death, in the excess of grief, every thought of consolation seemed 
impossible — nay, insulting to her memory. Yet the time soon came when I began to feel 
that I was not alone. Some feeling of infinite calm passed into my soul. It was an 
assurance that I had not been abandoned. Sometimes I seemed to recognize the 
footsteps, the voice, the breath of my mother . . . Even to this day I have that feeling. 
There are moments of sudden joy, as if she were at my side . . . Sometimes when I pray, I 
seem to hear her joining in my prayer . . Lastly (and this I should not confide to 
anyone but you) when I have the happiness of receiving Holy Communion, when our 
Saviour comes to visit me, it seems to me that she follows Him into my poor heart, 
even as she so often followed Him in the Holy Viaticum into the rooms of the poor. Then 
I firmly believe in the actual presence of my mother at my side.' 

Two months after his mother's death, Frederick was obliged to begin lecturing in 
that commercial law to whose Chair he had been appointed — duties he faithfully 
discharged while still finding time to contribute to Montalembert's L'Univers and to 
watch over the astonishing growth of the Society of St. Vincent de Paul. The first year's 
course comprised forty seven lectures delivered to over-flow audiences; for Frederick 
permitted himself any digression into history, philosophy or literature he felt to be apt on 
any occasion, and liberally spiked his lectures with wit. 
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It was at this time that Frederick considered briefly but deeply the possibility of his 
having a vocation to the Dominican Order. In June, 1841, the twenty-eight year old 
Ozanam married Amelie Soulacroix, and carried her off to Sicily and Italy for their 
honeymoon. Frederick wrote: 'I count no more the moments and hours. Time no longer 
exists for me. The happiness of the present — that is eternity. I understand heaven.' 

During the year preceding this marriage, Amelie Soulacroix's father (who was 
Rector of the Lyons Academy) suggested to Frederick that he occupy the Chair of Foreign 
Literature while still retaining the Chair of Commercial Law. This appointment, Frederick 
learned from the Minister of Education, would be ratified only if Ozanam competed for 
the Chair of Foreign Literature at the Sorbonne, the intellectual centre of Paris and of 
all France. 

The competition for the Chair was keen, and Frederick had only six months in which 
to prepare himself in the literatures of three ancient and four modern languages. The 
examinations were duly held: a written thesis in Latin and another in French; three days 
of examination on Latin, Greek and French texts; three days of examination on the 
literatures of Germany, England, Spain, and Italy; two more theses, drawn by lot. For 
these, the preparation time allowed was: for the one, one day; and for the other, an 
hour. These latter were oral. 

Frederick was placed first. 

Frederick became assistant professor of Foreign Literature at the Sorbonne, and 
cheerfully relinquished the Chair of Commercial Law at Lyons. For the thirteen 
remaining years of his life (from 1844 as Professor on Fauriel's retirement) Frederick would 
divide his time between the lecture-halls of the Sorbonne, excursions to Italy, and the offices 
of the Society of St. Vincent de Paul. 

9. THE LAST YEARS 

For Frederick, his professorship at the Sorbonne was an Apostolate, and it was the 
consciousness of vocation which inspired the brilliance of his lectures — into the 
preparation of which went such intensity of labour that it was said that they were 
'kneaded with his heart's blood'. 

The intensity with which Frederick worked, and the vast volume of labours he 
undertook — lecturing, examining, teaching, the work of the Society, fund-raising for 
the relief of the Irish Famine, writing, polemic in the defence of the Church, of liberty, 
of freedom of education — all conspired to undermine his never robust health. Seriously 
ill in 1846, he suffered a complete breakdown in 1847 which compelled him to retire to 
Italy for a year of rest. He went accompanied by his wife and only child, Marie who had 
been born in 1845. 'What happiness she has brought,' Frederick had written. 'We have 
given her the name of Marie, which was my mother's, after the glorious Virgin' — to 
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whom his own devotion was life-long and deep, and to whose care he insisted the Society 
be committed. 

Returning to France, Frederick resumed his labours, increased now by his 
participation in the political events surrounding the 1848 revolution, and his concern 
for the quarter of a million workmen unemployed as a result of it. Again his health 
failed him; and the last two years of his life were to be years of great physical 
suffering. 

Frederick farewelled the Sorbonne for ever; and with his wife and child travelled, 
when he could, in Spain and Italy, everywhere visiting the Conferences of the Society. In 
the long periods in which travelling was impossible, he passed the time in 
ever-deepening prayer, and in meditation on the Scriptures — a life-long practice of 
his. 

Frederick knew he was a dying man. He addressed God: 'Do You not accept the 
holocaust of my literary self-esteem, of my academic ambitions, even of my projects of 
study, in which perhaps there was more pride than zeal for the truth? If I were to sell 
half my books and give the proceeds to the poor; if, confining myself to the fulfillment of 
the duties of my state, I were to consecrate the rest of my life to visiting the poor and 
instructing apprentices and soldiers, Lord, would you be satisfied? Would you allow 
me the sweet joy of growing old beside my wife, and of completing the education of my 
little girl?' The appeal concludes: 'If You call me, Lord, I have not the right to complain. 
I come'. 

Early in September, 1853, the forty year old Ozanam felt his end approaching. 
Wishing to die in France, he left Italy by sea for Marsailles with his family. On arriving 
there, he took to his bed where he lay 'with a serenity of mind and face that nothing 
could equal'. He asked for the last Sacraments. The priest who brought them urged him 
to commit himself without fear to the goodness of God. 'Ah,' Frederick replied, 'why 
should I fear him? I love him so'. 

Towards evening of the next day, the dying man's breathing became laboured and 
irregular. He opened his eyes, raised his arms and cried out with a strong voice, 'My 
God, my God, have mercy on me', and so entered into his agony. It did not last long; 
and a few minutes later Frederick breathed his last. 

The date was September 8th, the Feast of the Birth of the Blessed Virgin Mary. 

 

********************** 

 

 


